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USED NUKES FOR SALE - ANYBODY INTERESTED?

Doug McRoberts, Director, Public Relations - British Energy

This presentation focuses on the rapidly-developing commercial nuclear generation
scene in the context of wider changes in power station ownership in company
structures. The following is a short point-by-point summary of the main topics.
Further developments are expected between the preparation of this paper and the
conference itself The presentation will be audience-interactive - and the following
points are therefore designed to provoke thought and discussion at Avignon.

o 1950s- 1980s

Nobody was particularly interested in buying used nuclear power stations - everyone
was building new ones. But a series of events - Browns Ferry and TMI (US), Swedish
Referendum, Chernobyl, etc, caused particular problems. More importantly, objective
appraisal of energy economics in the wake of political change, oil price moves, etc,
caused a re-think on nuclear investment. We were seen to be too expensive - and in
communications terms we were complacent until things went wrong. Then we were
both arrogant and defensive....

L3 1989-1990-UKTriesIt....

As part of the electricity privatisation process, the UK Government initially included
AGR and Magnox nuclear stations in the package. Serious financial scrutiny by the
banks and analysts rapidly led to the withdrawal of Magnox - the older stations.
Sustained lobbying and further economic appraisal then led to the withdrawal of the
AGR stations. Meanwhile, in preparation for privatisation, the CEGB drastically cut its
PV,rR investment programme. At its first market test, the nuclear industry fell at the
first fence. Important to realise why - it wasn't anti-nuclear lobbying (even after
Chernobyl) it was merchant bankers.

Li 1994 - 1996 UK Privatisation Round 2

Five years after the initial failure, the UK's more modem stations - 7 AGRs and the
new Sizewell B PWR (first and last of its kind!) were performing so well in a
competitive and mainly privatised sector, that the Government decided to try again.
The pressure for privatisation came from the nuclear companies. With long term
liabilities capped and decommissioning costs mastered - and with generation costs
halved in years - over million potential investors said they were interested. One
key factor was support from US merchant bankers Morgan Stanley who said ,why
not?" Around the world private companies with nuclear stations were doing pretty well
- the US, Sweden, Finland, Japan, Spain, etc. More sophisticated European investors
said they would buy the world's first purely nuclear private company - and they did.
US investors held back....
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0 1990S

The wider generation scene is changing rapidly. Politics in Eastern Europe, and
economics in the west produced major changes. US utilities buy into the UK and
elsewhere. Around Europe, the move towards electricity liberalisation gained strength.
Nuclear begins to take its rightful place as part of this commercial scene.

c3 1997 - USA

ArnerGen formed - a 0150 UK/US partnership between British Energy and PECO
Energy. Intention? To buy used nukes in the US. We didn't have to work hard to look
for opportunities - in the developing US market, utilities across the country beat a path
to our door to talk about selling us their assets. Why did they want to sell? Why did
we want to buy what they don't want?

Li 1998 - USA

History is made. AmerGen announces the purchase of Three Mile Island 1. A good
PVrR with a newsworthy name - and a better future? The potential PR nightmare
actually appeared as a good commercial news story.

u 1998 - USA

The Pilgrim station becomes the second to change hands - and AmerGen didn't buy it.
In an auction process Entergy emerge as the successful bidders. Meanwhile, the US
NRC has recognised the reality that the energy scene will continue this way - and
announces a streamlined re-licensing process. Who else is interested? Well there were
rumours that Duke Power had expressed interest in buying British Energy in 1996....

u What Next?

Expect more developments in the US as companies change their shape and nuclear
specialists seize their market opportunities. Expect developments in Western Europe -
with markets opening up against some political resistance, and countries such as Spain
reviewing the place of commercial nuclear. Commercial companies, seeking
opportunities, will form partnerships, take on &M contracts and utilities opportunities
offered by power swaps and even trading carbon permits as environmental concerns
grow. There are real opportunities - and threats - for the nuclear generation industry.

o The Future

Some plants will close - the ones which can't be sold (it's already happening in the
US). Others will forge a better future through focused, private sector commercial
management. Politics remains a crucial part of the equation - look at Germany,
Sweden and Switzerland! But one thing is clear - there are now plenty of investors
seriously interested in buying used nukes. You can find them advertised on the
intemet, the Financial Times and elsewhere - but the ones most liable to sell
successfully are the ones which don't need to advertise....
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u The Communications Challenge

- Background - 105 reactors in USA
Over I 0 reactors in Western Europe
Nuclear largest single electricity source in W/Europe
Expansion/development in Asia Pacific and Russia

- What will replace the US/European reactors?

- The drivers - Market developments
Industry/company structures
Share prices/investor priorities
Environment/energy legislation

- The challenge - as communicators, to recognise the whole industry will be on a
radically different basis by 2010.

- Get involved in leading this process, rather than being driven by it.

- Think out of the box. Suggestions now welcome....
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